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and the rest stayed in Jijiga, but I doubt whether they ever
found their way to the Verdun sector. Incidentally, it
would have taken over thirty thousand men to fill the
trenches, and Wehib in Jijiga disposed of the one thousand
eight hundred mentioned above.
The other two Turks were both good soldiers of long
experience, Tripoli, the Great War, Anatolia. Farouk
Bey, an angular disciplinarian with frequent lapses into
whimsy, organised for the Ogaden a satisfactory supply
system, but his frankness dissatisfied Nasibu. Tarik Bey
had imported his set of maps and his skilled Ethiops
educated abroad, who later gave a fine account of them-
selves at Borkut where the defences as well as those at
Sasabaneh were planned by Tarik—crude, for the lack of
material, but serviceable in the proof. The pair elaborated
an Ogaden strategy which if fully applied might have
broken Somali and after that Italian morale east of the
Webbe Shebeli; but Nasibu thought better, advanced and
was defeated.
The land lay so at the beginning of December, when
Graziani should have struck. During December reinforce-
ments arrived : I saw their minute tents, camouflaged with
ochre, in the glistening green khat plantations outside
Harrar, and at that time two of them were flogged for
shooting a peasant while trying to lift his sheep. They
were inspected by the Italian planes which followed the
Emperor up from Jijiga and glittered like summer dragon-
flies over the high white-washed tower of Ras Makonnen's
palace where I stood surveying the rich fields of Harrar.
Three thousand men of Dedjaz Amde Mikael, from the
Arussi, three thousand of Dedjaz Abele, who brought also
his three young lions from his wild province of Gofa, and
finally Dedjaz Makonnen Endalkatchu with twelve thousand
Wallegas. Amde was a nice elderly man, who once in a
supreme moment of drunkenness had ordered a machine-
gun for himself from Europe : his men displayed a middling
armament, mostly Fusil Gras, a few automatic rifles. I
consider Abebe, who is anyway quite the reverse of his
brother, Ras Desta, a typical good Amhara officer, quick,
-^esolute and courageous; but his province was wretchedly
poor and he had scarcely a modern rifle, ten to twenty
automatics. The lions were, I suppose, as useful as his

